
We take the guesswork out of hosting a Virtual meeting or event!
Setting your Speakers, Attendees, and Sponsors up for Virtual Event Success!

Your Virtual Event 
Partner!
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WHO 

WE 

ARE#GearedtowardExcellence

At Event Mechanics Co. we do more 
than just plan meetings and events; we 
design one of a kind guest experiences, 
crafted especially for your company’s 
wants and needs that leave lasting 
impressions! As a full-service event 
production and management company, 
we provide customized live and virtual 
meeting and event solutions for 
corporations of all sizes. 
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Virtual Event 
Platform

Your virtual event is only as good as the channel it is being broadcast 

through to your audience, but what event platform is right for your 

virtual meeting or event? How much should you invest in our virtual 

platform? What capabilities must your platform have? Hire our team 

of experts to help navigate through these di�icult questions and to 

put the planning of your virtual event in motion today!

Your audience can mingle, 

chat, and network by 

sharing updates, 

participating in quizzes and 

competitions, and more

PS. There’s a native iOS and Andriod app too

Add your brand!

Ability to playback pre-recorded videos as 
well as live streams

Engage with your audience

Many templates to 

choose from or 

design from scratch 

with our team.
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Virtual Event 
Platform
Platform Features

Host multiple-presenter virtual events using the 

software that you know. Connect your Zoom or 

Webex to our virtual event platform and go live.

live stream

Encourage users to participate in activities, 

complete actions, and compete against coworkers 

for a greater cause.

activity challengeS
and much more

Inform participants about live and upcoming 

sessions with intelligent recommendations.agenda

With Video breakouts you can easily turn your 

sessions into interactive multi-way conversations 

between speakers and participants, making them 

perfect for workshops, panel discussions, or 

informal networking games.

breakout meetings

Contact us to learn more about the amazing features our platform can o�er.

Create public or private spaces for shared news, 

questions, post videos, images, comments, and 

more.

feed and Q&A

Joe Kim

Joe (You) 
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Maximize your
next Virtual
Event!
Corporations are settling into the new reality, or virtual reality, of meeting

through screens while working remotely. But what does that mean for your 

next corporate event? Our team can help bring the outstanding qualities 

in-person events have to this new world of virtual meetings and

engagements. Make the move to digital and host your next event online!

Planning

Messaging

Platforms

A great event starts with strategic planning. From the 

ground up, our team will help source speakers, vendors, and 

any other talents you may want to incorporate. We will also 

help plan your run of show and ensure each step has all the 

necessary elements to be an engaging production!

Keeping your content consistent across introductions, 

transitions, videos, and even your entertainment of choice 

can be done with clear messaging! Our team can help you 

pinpoint the exact voice and tone you want your event to 

have and then emulate it across all channels throughout 

your event. Keeping your content and messaging clear will 

help guests takeaway the necessary key points you are 

trying to drive home!

Your event is only as good as the channel it is broadcasted 

through to your audience. Don't let all your prep work fall short 

when it comes time to say "Action!" Using proper hosting 

services can ensure long shelf life as well as provide valuable 

reporting and engagement information you can use when 

planning your next virtual event!

presentation

When preparing the set-up for your next event, ensure all 

parties have the proper technology needs to make their 

on-screen presentation the best! We can help arrange in-home 

setups that can include cameras, lighting, and even backdrops 

for keynote speakers or other talents you are having. Want to 

step it up from �lming remotely? We can also help you gain 

access to shoot live on a fully functioning soundstage!



Bring your Virtual, Live, and Hybrid events to life with our custom set 

design, production quality lighting, and state of the art Audio Visual 

Equipment. On-brand stage design, furniture and prop rentals, and 

production lighting are key components to a well-produced virtual or 

live meeting experience for your audience.
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Set Design and 
Lighting is Key!

LED SCREEN

lighting is key

custom stage 
design



Whether you’re in need of a captivating Virtual Event Intro video, webinar 

recordings for your audience to watch on-demand, a compelling video to break up 

the monotony of one speaker after the next, or for your entire virtual event to be 

post-edited into a compelling video series for mass viewing, then look no further 

than our expert team of post-production video editors.
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VideoEditing/
Story Telling Services 

STEP 1

To capture amazing video footage via 

our contactless �lming or studio

�lming solutions

STEP 2

To tell a compelling story with the 

recorded content by utilizing our 

second to none, video editing 

services.



7700 Windrose Ave., 3rd Floor

Plano, TX 75024info@eventmechanicsco.com eventmechanicsco.com

(469) 388-9394

CONTACT US

geared toward excellence

thank you!
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